SNP Memo # 06-07-15

TO: Directors, Supervisors and Contact Persons

FROM: Lynne Fellin, Acting Director, School Nutrition Programs

DATE: June 1, 2007

SUBJECT: Additional Information - SNP memo # 06-07-13 Products in Violation of the Child Nutrition (CN) Labeling Program

SNP Memo #06-07-13 provided information regarding East Side Entrees Cheese Quesadilla, code 25101, CN identification numbers 064668, 068783, and 065419. The labels and CN numbers for this product were barred from use as a CN label because they had not been approved by the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) and/or inspection procedures were not followed.

Easy Side Entrees subsequently applied for new labels and CN identification numbers for their Cheese Quesadilla. The new CN label identification numbers, 069168 and 069417, are approved by FNS for this product and carry the USDA-FNS warranty for use in CN Programs.
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